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Abstract
Recent years have seen great successes of revenue management, notably in the airline, hotel,
and car rental business. Currently, an increasing number of industries, including manufac-
turers and retailers, is exploring ways to adopt similar concepts. Software companies are
taking an active role in promoting the broadening range of applications. Also technological
advances, including smart shelves and radio frequency identification (RFID), are removing
many of the barriers to extended revenue management. The rapid developments in Supply
Chain Planning and Revenue Management software solutions, scientific models, and industry
applications have created a complex picture, which appears not yet to be well understood.
It is not evident which scientific models fit which industry applications and which aspects
are still missing. The relation between available software solutions and applications as well
as scientific models appears equally unclear. The goal of this paper is to help overcome
this confusion. To this end, we structure and review three dimensions, namely applications,
models, and software. Subsequently, we relate these dimensions to each other and highlight
commonalities and discrepancies. This comparison also provides a basis for identifying future
research needs.
Keywords: Revenue Management, Demand Fulfillment, Manufacturing, Software, Advanced
Planning Systems
1 Introduction
Recent years have seen great successes of revenue management, notably in the airline, hotel, and
car rental business. These successes essentially rely on identifying and exploiting differences in
the customers' willingness to pay. Some approaches exploit these differences by offering multiple
product variants, tailored to different customer segments, such as different fare classes in the
airline industry. Other approaches stick to a single product variant but adjust its price dynam-
ically over time, as practiced for example by many budget airlines but also by fashion retailers
during end-of-season clearance sales. Currently, an increasing number of industries, including
manufacturers and retailers, is exploring ways to adopt similar concepts. Software companies
are taking an active role in promoting the transfer of revenue management concepts to a broader
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range of applications. Technological advances, such as smart retail shelves and RFID-tags for
real-time inventory visibility further support this development by decreasing many potential bar-
riers. Finally, increasing customer service and revenues through intelligent demand fulfillment
provides a way for companies to respond to the ever increasing pressure of global competition.
The growing interest in revenue management applications is also reflected in intensified
scientific research, as documented by a rapidly increasing number of publications (see e.g. Fleis-
chmann et al., 2004). Supply Chain Planning and Advanced Planning software also is gradually
incorporating ideas of revenue management. For example, they extend traditional available-
to-promise and capable-to-promise-logic of Demand Fulfillment modules of Advanced Planning
Systems (APS) to a profitable-to-promise logic (SAP, 2003). This development coincides with
an ongoing consolidation in the APS market, from a multitude of small vendors, like Red Pepper
or Numetrix, to a few big business application and business intelligence software companies, like
Oracle or SAP. Nevertheless, many niche players remain successful, due to their greater ability
to manage the complexities of the supply chain, superior calculation power, greater agility, and
improved integration capabilities achieved through open standards and service-oriented architec-
tures (ARC Advisory Group, 2006). Due to acquisitions, big software companies offer a wide
range of Supply Chain Management modules (several dozens to more than a hundred), instead
of just a few supply chain planning software packages. Consequently, these companies need to
re-arrange and re-structure their supply chain management (SCM) software portfolios, as illus-
trated by the example of Oracle, that needs to position its own advanced planning solutions
together with the supply chain planning, pricing, and demand management modules obtained
through the acquisitions of Peoplesoft (including the former Red Pepper and Numetrix software),
Retek, ProfitLogic, and Demantra (Oracle, 2007).
Given these rapid developments, it is not surprising that software companies, their cus-
tomers, but also the scientific community are struggling to maintain a clear picture of the resulting
situation: Which software modules serve which planning purpose in which business application?
Which scientific models that have proven successful in a certain type of industry can be trans-
ferred and adapted to which other types of business with similar characteristics? The goal of this
paper is to help overcome this confusion. To this end, we structure and review three dimensions,
namely applications, models, and software. Subsequently, we relate these dimensions to each
other and highlight commonalities and discrepancies. This comparison also provides a basis for
identifying future research needs.
We do not pretend to cover every potential application, nor every modeling detail. Instead,
we focus on a few prototypical cases (types) on each dimensions. Moreover, within each
dimension we build on existing reviews and classifications whenever possible.
The scope of our analysis includes the short- and mid-term demand fulfillment decisions
in a supply chain. For this delineation we follow Fleischmann and Meyr (2004) who define
the planning tasks of demand fulfillment relative to the position of the decoupling point, which
divides the supply chain in forecast-driven and order-driven processes (Sharman, 1984, Hoekstra
and Romme, 1992). Demand fulfillment, as understood in this article, comprises the decisions
at and downstream of the decoupling point. These decisions are based on customer orders and
primarily deal with managing the due dates of these orders.
We complement demand fulfillment with the concept of revenue management. According
to Talluri and van Ryzin (2004), revenue management concerns demand management decisions
aimed at increasing a firm's revenues. The authors distinguish quantity-based and price-based
revenue management approaches. The first approach relies on exploiting customer heterogeneity.
It segments customers in multiple classes and prioritizes them when allocating scarce capacity.
The key idea is that giving priority to high-margin segments yields higher revenues than selling
scarce capacity on a first-come-first-served basis. The second revenue-management approach uses
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pricing decisions as a lever for demand management. This includes adjusting prices dynamically
over time, in response to non-stationary demand or a finite selling season, but also auctions as a
price-discovery mechanism.
Traditionally, the demand fulfillment and APS perspective is common in manufacturing,
whereas revenue management applications are mainly found in the service industries. In this
paper we argue that the planning tasks of both concepts are actually very similar, and we
systematically compare them. By highlighting analogies and distinctions, we aim to provide a
basis for expanding the traditional domains of application of both concepts.
To summarize, our contribution is threefold. First, we unite the as of yet distinct concepts
of demand fulfillment and revenue management and compare them to each other. Second, we link
the three dimensions applications, models, and software and discuss alignments and discrepancies
between them. We note that Elmaghraby and Keskinocak (2003) address similar aspects for
dynamic pricing in a retail environment. Our paper differs from theirs by a broader scope in
terms of planning tasks and applications. At the same time, we consider aggregated types of
models in the literature, rather than reviewing individual modeling contributions. Third, we
provide a supply chain framework for revenue management and demand fulfillment. We believe
that many other applications beyond the examples illustrated in this paper are worth exploring.
The presented framework provides a means for doing so in a systematic way.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces our framework,
which we use for structuring the three dimensions applications, models, and software. Sections
3 through 5 analyze each of these dimensions separately. Section 6 then links the three dimen-
sions and identifies alignments and discrepancies between them. Section 7 summarizes our main
insights and discusses opportunities for future research.
2 A Supply Chain Framework for Revenue Management and De-
mand Fulfillment
In this section, we present a framework, which we use in the remainder of the paper for a
structured analysis of revenue management and demand fulfillment (RM&DF) aspects in each
of the three dimensions applications, models, and software. The framework is based on the
elements of the supply chain depicted in Fig. 1. It is motivated by the aforementioned definition
of demand fulfillment by Fleischmann and Meyr (2004). Recall that demand fulfillment concerns
supply chain decisions downstream of the decoupling point (DP). At the same time, we can also
represent revenue management decisions in this framework. We link pricing decisions to the item
final product and capacity allocation decisions to the item demand, respectively. We explain
these elements in more detail below.
Our framework includes supply chain elements that are directly related to revenue man-
agement and demand fulfillment decisions. Specifically, we consider the following elements, from
upstream to downstream: Replenishment represents either an external supplier or internal pro-
duction. According to the definition of demand fulfillment, the replenishment policy at the DP
of the receiving party is based on demand forecasts. This is a key point in our subsequent anal-
ysis. The decoupling point itself is the next element of our supply chain framework. It holds the
inventory that is needed to hedge against forecast errors and replenishment uncertainty. The
DP plays a pivotal role in our analysis since many RM&DF decisions are dependent on the
available inventory and on future replenishment orders. For a more detailed discussion of the DP
concept and its impact in different production environments (including make-to-order (MTO),
assemble-to-order (ATO) and make-to-stock (MTS)) we refer to Fleischmann and Meyr (2004).
The supply chain may contain additional production processes downstream of the DP. For MTS
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Figure 1: Supply chain framework
production this is not the case, since the DP holds the final product. In contrast, limited down-
stream capacity, possibly of multiple production stages, plays a critical role in a MTO supply
chain. By definition, production downstream of the DP is order driven. Therefore, it has to be
considered in the analysis to capture the effects of production lead times or order fulfillment.
The most downstream elements of our framework concern the final product and corresponding
customer demand.
RM&DF concern decisions in the depicted supply chain and therefore depend on its spe-
cific characteristics. For example, the current inventory at the DP or the remaining production
capacity may influence pricing decisions or promised due dates. By capturing these character-
istics, the framework provides a systematic basis for identifying requirements for RM&DF in
different applications. Moreover, by structuring models and software tools in a similar way, we
can compare the three dimensions to each other.
In order to characterize different types of supply chains we describe each element of the
framework by a number of attributes, which are relevant to RM&DF. Each supply chain then
corresponds with a specific value for each attribute. For example, the product life cycle is an
attribute of the final product, which can take the values short or long. We do not seek to
describe every potential attribute of any given supply chain element but rather aim to focus on
those attributes that are the most relevant to RM&DF.
Using these attributes allows us to reduce the complexity of the intended comparison.
Specifically, we group instances together in types that have the same or similar values in many
attributes. In this way, we identify applications that have similar RM&DF requirements. In
addition, we can compare application, model, and software types to each other to see which tools
are available for supporting RM&DF decisions in a given context.
We proceed as follows. Sections 3 through 5 address applications, models, and software,
respectively. In each case, we first introduce corresponding supply chain attributes and briefly
discuss their potential values and their relevance to RM&DF. Then we characterize a set of
instances in terms of these attributes and cluster them into types. Section 6 then compares the
types of the three dimensions.
3 Industry applications
In this section we analyze and compare RM&DF decisions in different industries. As explained
in the introduction, we do not seek completeness, but rather explore a set of examples that
covers a broad range of different applications. To this end, we include examples from the service
industries, retail, and manufacturing. Specifically, we look at the airline industry as a classical
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Figure 2: Supply chain framework: Application dimension
user of revenue management. Given their different demand management strategies, we make a
distinction between premium and budget airlines. The retail sector is a driving force in many
recent pricing strategies. We include the examples of fashion retail and consumer packaged
goods in our analysis. Finally, we include three manufacturing examples that reflect different
DPs, namely MTS, ATO, and MTO.
3.1 Application-oriented supply chain attributes
In order to analyze and compare RM&DF decisions in these different environments we char-
acterize them in terms of our supply chain framework. To this end, we consider the attributes
depicted in Fig. 2, which we explain from upstream to downstream in what follows. Again, we do
not claim completeness of our selection but rather focus on arguing why the selected attributes
are relevant to RM&DF. Table 1 at the end of this section summarizes the evaluation of the
attributes for the aforementioned applications.
3.1.1 Replenishment-related attributes
At the upstream end of the framework, we distinguish different roles of the supply chain members
with respect to the forecast-based replenishment of inventory located at the DP. We capture these
differences in the attribute refilling of inventory. The famous rationing game considers a
powerful supplier distributing scarce supply among his customers proportionally to their ordered
quantities. This mechanism encourages customers to inflate orders in order to obtain the actually
desired quantity. We denote situations in which suppliers have the power to decide on production
and deliveries by the attribute value vendor-driven refilling. Rationing only occurs in the case of
scarce supply capacity. If supply exceeds demand, orders will, in general, be fulfilled as requested.
We describe this situation as buyer-driven refilling.
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If the supplier has the power to decide on deliveries this results in unreliable delivery
times and limited replenishment capacity from the buyer's perspective. A more powerful buyer
implies more reliable deliveries and a perception of unlimited supply capacity. In conclusion, the
attribute affects the buyer's supply flexibility and thereby his fulfillment decisions.
To illustrate the application of this attribute consider the automotive industry, fashion
retail and airlines. In automotive production, suppliers are usually in a weak position due to
the vast competition on the market  hence refilling is buyer-driven. A similar situation occurs
in the case of fashion retail, although this may differ between cheap and luxury fashion. For
airlines, the concept of DP refilling does not really apply since seats are sold only temporarily
(i.e. for a given flight) and no orders are placed to get new seats.
3.1.2 Decoupling-point-related attributes
As discussed in Section 2, the decoupling point represents a bundle of characteristics that
separate forecast-driven from order-driven processes. Another common term is order penetration
point. See Sharman (1984), Hoekstra and Romme (1992), Fleischmann and Meyr (2004), Meyr
(2003) for a detailed analysis of the DP concept. We distinguish three attribute values.
In MTO production systems the DP lies upstream in the supply chain. Production is
triggered by incoming customer orders. The inventory at the DP consists of raw materials,
which are used in downstream production processes. The bottleneck in MTO usually concerns
the production capacity downstream of the DP. MTO production is appropriate primarily for
high-value and customer-specific products.
In ATO systems, production downstream of the DP concerns the final product assembly.
Inventory at the DP essentially consists of components that are usually delivered by external
suppliers. Bottlenecks may concern either the DP inventory or the downstream assembly process.
MTS production is based on forecasts. Final products are produced on stock. This is a
common strategy for standard products without customer-specific requirements.
The location of the DP has a strong impact on RM&DF decisions by influencing customer
service times, order fulfillment, and control of replenishment orders. For example, deciding on a
(promised) delivery date is becoming more important as the DP moves upstream in the supply
chain. At the same time, customer service times increase. Furthermore, the different production
environments require different types of forecasts with different levels of aggregation.
The literature provides several real-life examples of RM&DF in supply chains with different
DPs. For example, Spengler et al. (2007) show an MTO application in the iron and steal industry.
Harris and Pinder (1995) mention custom-made textile and custom equipment manufacturing
as ATO examples. Meyr (2005) shows an application of MTS in the lighting industry. Given
the scope of our paper, it is worth pointing out how the DP concept can be applied not only
to manufacturing industries, but also to retail and service industries. In retail, inputs concern
final products, while outputs concern sold products. The production process involves bundling
and offering the right products at the right time, corresponding with MTS production. In
the case of a service business, production inputs include working time, material etc., and the
output coincides with the transformation process. Since the production step is dependent on
the customer's presence it can be characterized as MTO.
3.1.3 Capacity-related attributes
Similar to DP inventory replenishment, also the degree of flexibility of downstream capacity
impacts a firm's fulfillment decisions by providing an alternative lever for matching supply and
demand. Possibilities to adapt capacity levels to short-term demand fluctuations include, e.g.,
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shutting down unnecessary machines or production lines in the case of excess capacity and hiring
temporary workers or extending regular working hours in the case of shortages. General strategies
for balancing capacities and demand can be found in, e.g., Chase and Aquilano (1995) or Bertrand
(2003). These options may be further restricted by technical or regulatory requirements.
Evaluating this attribute for our application examples, we observe that airline capacity
tends to be very inflexible in the short-term, due to long planning lead times for flight and
crew schedules. In manufacturing, flexibility depends strongly on the technology used and on
working-time agreements with labor unions. In the process industry, machines cannot easily be
switched off due to the long and costly running-up phase. In contrast, computer manufacturing
is highly flexible due to a high amount of manual tasks. In retail, capacity flexibility concerns
changing opening hours and thus working times.
3.1.4 Product-related attributes
We observe several characteristics of the final product that impact RM&DF. The first one is the
degree of perishability, i.e. the maximum storage time. The values of this attribute range from
perishable to durable. Perishability concerns the flexibility regarding the time horizon for selling
the product. An inherent characteristic of perishable products is their low salvage value after
expiration.
Product perishability has important consequences for RM&DF. For perishable products,
sales in the current period usually do not influence future sales. This is intuitive for necessity
items that are frequently consumed. Moreover, since necessity items are consumed repeatedly,
there is hardly a possibility for the customer to wait until the price decreases. Perishability also
increases the importance of optimal replenishment. Since overstocking is expensive for perishable
products, proper demand forecasts and corresponding optimal order quantities are crucial. In
the case of durable goods, today's purchases may affect future sales. For example, a customer
typically buys a computer only once within a few years. Therefore, price discounts early in the
product life cycle may hurt future sales (Elmaghraby and Keskinocak, 2003).
Another relevant product-related attribute concerns the length of the product life cycle,
i.e. the duration of the selling season. It can range from a few months, as in the case of fashion
goods, to multiple years, as for basic food items.
The attribute has again a strong impact on RM&DF. Short life cycles limit the availability
of historical demand data and thereby complicate reliable forecasting. Moreover, due to the
high frequency of new product releases, the customer will learn to anticipate the shape of the
future price path. For example, video games usually have a short selling season and new ones are
released frequently. Therefore, prices of video games are rapidly decreasing since they out-date
quickly. Anticipating future prices, customers behave strategically and buy for their individual
best price. In the case of long life cycles, anticipating on future prices is more difficult for the
consumer, due to a lack of experience. We refer to Elmaghraby and Keskinocak (2003) for a
more detailed discussion of this attribute.
A third product-related aspect worth considering is the degree of pricing flexibility, i.e.
a company's possibilities to change prices. A customized product usually also has a customized
price, as opposed to a standard product that sells for the same price during a longer time horizon.
The attribute values range from changing at order time, as in the case of highly customized
products, over short-term, up to mid-term price changes.
An on-line store may serve as an example of almost costless short-term price changes. Mid-
term price changes are found in industries where the physical or organizational requirements for
frequent price changes are not given, as for example retail prices published in catalogs. Addi-
tionally, not only the frequency of price changes but also their potential magnitude characterizes
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the degree of pricing flexibility.
The impact on RM&DF decisions is vast since, for example, price-based demand manage-
ment relies crucially on pricing flexibility. If this flexibility is not given, quantity-based demand
management by reserving products for specific customer segments is becoming more important.
3.1.5 Demand-related attributes
At the downstream end of our supply chain framework, we distinguish multiple ways in which
profitability may differ between orders. We denote this attribute as profit heterogeneity. The
formula in Fig. 2 displays three factors for differentiating in customer order profitability, namely
revenues r, costs c, and strategic importance s. Each of these factors may vary over time (denoted
by the index t) and between customers (denoted by the index k).
For example, airlines often charge different prices according to the remaining booking time
and other factors like remaining capacity, which implies different revenues rt at different points
in time. Different fare classes, such as business and economy, represent an example of different
revenues rk from different customer segments k at the same point in time. In retail, different
prices rt are charged at different points in time t according to the remaining selling season
however they typically apply to all customers.
Similarly, the costs of serving a customer order may also be a differentiator. Note that
only those costs are relevant here, which can still be influenced when accepting the order. This
includes, for example, transportation costs, taxes, and any variable costs of downstream produc-
tion. Again, these costs can be invariant (c), differ between customer classes (ck) and/or differ
between different points in time (ctk/ct).
Finally, customers may differ in their strategic importance, which may go beyond immedi-
ate costs and revenues. We capture this in our framework through the parameter s. For example,
customers may be extremely important in terms of their ordered quantities or they may be loyal
customers that should be treated better than occasional customers.
As discussed in the introduction, heterogeneity lies at the very heart of RM. Price-based
approaches are driven by the time-dependence of the above profit elements. Quantity-based
approaches seek to exploit customer segmentation. It is worth noting that segmentation may be
attractive even in the case of constant unit revenues if the overall profit pi is heterogeneous due
to varying costs (e.g. pitk = r − ctk) and/or different strategic importance (e.g. pik = r + sk).
This contradicts the common claim that sunk costs of unused capacity are a major prerequisite
for applying RM (e.g. Weatherford and Bodily, 1992). Meyr (2005) and Fischer (2001) describe
applications of quantity-based approaches with strategically important customers.
3.2 Application types
Table 1 summarizes the various attribute values for the selected applications introduced at the
beginning of this section. Missing attribute values indicate that an attribute is not applicable to
the specific case. For example, the capacity flexibility attribute is not applicable to make-to-stock
production since there is no production process downstream of the DP in this case. Capacity may
be crucial upstream of the DP (as e.g. in consumer goods manufacturing where scarce production
capacities often lead to push-based, vendor-driven refilling of finished goods inventories) but
the production process can no longer be influenced upon order arrival and therefore does not
make part of RM&DF, as defined in Section 1.
Similarly, refilling of inventory is not applicable to the MTO cases. These examples illus-
trate that the different attributes in Table 1 are not mutually independent. We can therefore
further simplify the characterization of the selected applications. Fig. 3 highlights that the appli-
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cations differ from each other with respect to the criteria supply flexibility and pricing flexibility.
The first criterion combines the first three attributes of Table 1, whereas the second one corre-
sponds directly with one of the original attributes. Note also that these criteria correspond with
the main planning tasks among the list of attributes whereas the remaining attributes further
describe the context.
We exploit the classification displayed in 3 for matching the application with available
models and software in Section 6. In particular, we discuss the implications of the different
degrees of flexibility on RM&DF requirements. Before doing so however, we first address the
model and the software dimensions separately.
4 Models and methods
4.1 Model-oriented supply chain attributes
This section addresses the model dimension of RM&DF. Analogous with the previous section,
we first discuss a number of model-oriented attributes of our underlying supply chain framework
and then derive and review a set of distinct model types. Fig. 4 lists a number of attributes that
we believe are relevant for characterizing RM&DF models, as we discuss below. Again, we do
not claim the list of attributes to be exhaustive.
We derive our model attributes from the basic elements of mathematical optimization
models, namely decision variables, objective function, constraints, and input data. We do not
address the objective function separately since the decision variables turn out to include sufficient
information for our analysis. In addition, we jointly consider constraints and data as given model
input. Fig. 4 displays potential decisions in straight bold characters and pure data attributes in
bold italic.
A basic set of decision variables is derived from the product flow through the displayed
supply chain. These concern the replenishment quantity at the DP yt, the resulting inventory
level It, and the number of customer orders accepted xtk. As in the previous section, the index
t denotes the time dependence and k indicates a distinction by customer class. These quantities
are interrelated through the basic inventory balance equation It = It−1 + yt −∑k xtk, stating
that the inventory at the end of period t is equal to the inventory at the end of the preceding
period plus replenishment minus total accepted demand from all customer classes. Each of the
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Figure 3: Different application types
factors in this equation may be modeled either as decision variables, as exogenous data, or it
may not be considered at all (none).
We make the same distinction for the sales price ptk and also consider whether its domain
is discrete or continuous. With respect to the production capacity downstream of the DP at we
distinguish between capacitated models (data), models with capacity as a decision (e.g. over-
time), and uncapacitated models, which do not consider scarce capacity downstream of the DP
(none).
In addition, we consider a few pure data attributes whose different values appear to be
relevant to RM&DF (see Figure 4). These include the replenishment lead time, which may be
completely known (deterministic) or uncertain (stochastic), product perishability, and demand
reliability. Many other attributes will be valuable for refining the analysis, such as salvage
values, number of different products, backordering or lost sales, or the number of sales channels.
However, in order not to overload our model we do not include all of these details in our analysis
below.
4.2 Model types
Table 2 characterizes different streams of literature in terms of the attributes listed in Fig 4.
As for the different application types in Sect. 2, the different attributes in Table 2 turn out
not to be independent. We therefore again condense the representation by concentrating on the
most distinctive attributes. It turns out that pricing and order acceptance on the one hand and
control over the replenishment quantity on the other hand suffice to reasonably identify most
model types. Re-arranging the types results in the compressed view shown in Fig. 5.
Models in the first row of this figure take demand as entirely exogenous. They satisfy
demand first-come-first-served (FCFS) at a given price. In particular, they do not involve any
customer segmentation. The next two rows of Fig. 5 correspond with a more active demand
management. Models in the second row still consider only a single customer class, but allow
price changes which provide a lever for influencing demand. The last row shows models that
explicitly recognize heterogeneous customers. In responding to a customer requests they have
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to make a trade-off between accepting a current, low-priority order now versus reserving the
resources for high-priority orders expected in the future.
The demand side of Fig. 5 corresponds with the classification of RM-models of Talluri
and van Ryzin (2004). We follow their terminology and label models as price-based or quantity-
based. The columns reflect the way the different models consider inventory replenishment at the
decoupling point. Note that both dimensions of the figure correspond with key decision variables
regarding demand and supply. Also note that these dimensions are closely related to those of the
application types discussed in the previous section. We analyze this analogy in detail in Section
6.
In the remainder of this section, we briefly discuss each of the above model types. Given
the scope of our analysis, we primarily build on available review papers in the literature, rather
than to review individual models. Again, we see a more refined analysis as a valuable issue for
future research.
4.3 Review of model types
4.3.1 Single-class exogenous demand models
We have not found any models fitting in the upper left cell of Fig. 5. This is not surprising since
models with a given price and no consideration of replenishment or inventory, respectively, have
nothing to decide on, neither on the demand nor on the replenishment side of the supply chain.
In the next cell to the right, the so-called order promising models consider price (i.e.
demand), current inventory, and future replenishment quantities as given. This results in in-
formation about product availability and delivery times. For each incoming customer order the
model decides real-time on the due date. The decision is made in a greedy fashion, purely based
on availability. An introduction and overview of this so-called real-time mode or single-order-
processing models is given in Ball et al. (2004), Chen et al. (2001), and Fleischmann and Meyr
(2004). Additionally, a broad overview of due date management models with an emphasis on
stochastic models is included in the work of Keskinocak and Tayur (2004).
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The upper right cell of Fig. 5 holds the vast class of stochastic inventory control (SIC)
models, which focus on optimal inventory replenishment. Some of these models primarily address
the structure of optimal replenishment policies, as for example the famous (s, S)-policy proven by
Scarf (1960). Other models seek to determine optimal control parameters of such policies, such
as the optimal ordering time, order quantity and inventory review intervals. Many SIC models
build on the classical newsvendor model, which seeks to determine the optimal order quantity
for a perishable product under stochastic demand. An overview of single-period newsvendor
problems is given by Khouja (1999). Silver (1981) provides an overview and typology of many
standard inventory problems, such as the ones mentioned above. General up-to-date overviews
of inventory models can be found in the textbooks by Silver et al. (1998), Porteus (2002) and
Tempelmeier (2006).
4.3.2 Price-based models
The model types in the middle row of Fig. 5 treat price as a decision, which influences the
demand. Pure pricing models aim to determine an optimal selling price, without considering
replenishments. For example, given a price-demand relation, the goal is to find the price which
maximizes total revenues. Mild et al. (2006) review factors influencing demand and show how
to find optimal prices.
Markdown models determine the right price path for inventory clearance for a given
amount of inventory, which cannot be replenished during the planning horizon. Elmaghraby
and Keskinocak (2003) classify several dynamic pricing models with and without replenishment
decisions, the latter ones including markdown models.
Auctions, as discussed for example by Talluri and van Ryzin (2004, Sect. 6), take a
fundamentally different approach to pricing. They provide a price-discovery mechanism and
thereby an alternative to posting fixed prices. This approach is particularly valuable if little de-
mand information is available. The aforementioned authors discuss the close connection between
auctions and dynamic pricing.
Trade promotion models represent a type of pricing models that consider replenishments
as an exogenous input and therefore fit in the second column of Fig. 5. Neslin (2002) provides
an overview and discusses the reasons for promotions.
Research in integrated pricing (IP) models dates back to Whitin (1955) who extends
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the EOQ-formula as well as the classical newsvendor model with price decisions. This field has
seen extensive research in the last decades, which is summarized, for example, by Petruzzi and
Dada (1999). Recent research focuses on multiple period models, which are discussed in the
well-known literature reviews of Chan et al. (2004), Elmaghraby and Keskinocak (2003) and
Yano and Gilbert (2003). Few models exist for environments in which replenishment, prices and
due dates are set simultaneously. Some models of this type and other models dealing with due
date setting can be found, for example, in the previously mentioned review paper by Keskinocak
and Tayur (2004).
From an application-oriented perspective it is worthwhile comparing IP and a successive
application of pricing & SIC models. While IP models recognize the interdependence between
pricing and replenishment and therefore determine decisions simultaneously, they do so at the
cost of a more simplified demand and supply representation. Pure pricing models may include
sophisticated demand functions, including reference price effects, promotion effects, and com-
petition (Mild et al., 2006). Similarly, SIC models consider factors such as multiple suppliers
and quantity-discounts. IP models typically cannot deal with these factors due to tractability
(Elmaghraby and Keskinocak, 2003, Sect. 4).
4.3.3 Quantity-based models
Models in the bottom row of Fig. 5 take prices as exogenous but manage demand by means of
rationing strategies. In contrast with the models of the top row, the models distinguish multiple
customer classes and prioritize them rather than fulfilling orders in a FCFS manner.
The type traditional revenue management (TRM) in the first cell of the third row
refers to models that are common in airline applications. In these models, given units of a
perishable product (e.g. seats on a flight on a specific day) are allocated to customers with
different priorities or different willingness to pay. The basic question is whether to accept a given
order or to reserve capacity in anticipation of more profitable future orders. McGill and van
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Ryzin (1999) and Pak and Piersma (2002) provide an overview and a short history of research in
traditional revenue management with a focus on airline applications. Boyd and Bilegan (2003)
discuss models focusing on e-commerce applications. The recent review by Chiang et al. (2007)
includes an overview of RM practices in different industries.
Allocated available-to-promise models (aATP) are similar to the order promising type
of the top row except for differentiating between multiple customer classes. Scarce resources
(inventory on hand, planned stock at the DP or capacity downstream of the DP) are allocated to
these classes according to customer profitability or other priority measures. Within each class,
customer requests are usually handled FCFS, just as in traditional order promising. Guerrero
and Kern (1988) introduce the general problem of accepting and refusing orders and discuss
the requirements and implications of order promising mechanisms. For reviews of the mostly
deterministic models of this type we refer to Kilger and Schneeweiss (2004b), Pibernik (2005)
and Meyr (2005).
If customer requests do not have to be answered instantaneously several customer orders
can be collected and jointly promised in a batch, thereby creating higher degrees of freedom for
selecting the most important or profitable orders within a simultaneous optimization process.
Overviews of these so-called batch order promising models can again be found in the work of
Ball et al. (2004), Chen et al. (2001) or Fleischmann and Meyr (2004).
A review of integrated due-date management and job-scheduling models with deterministic
orders is provided by Gordon et al. (2002). The article considers batch-models in which due
dates are determined according to current capacity and the desired delivery date. Keskinocak
and Tayur (2004) give a general overview of due-date setting models.
aATP and TRM models are similar in that they decide about demand fulfillment with
respect to different customer classes. The most significant difference concerns the perishability
of resources. TRM considers perishable products, e.g. empty seats on a specific flight, which are
lost after the departure date, whereas the ATP quantities managed in aATP models are storable,
in general. Another difference concerns the time horizon. TRM models typically consider a fixed
day of capacity availability, e.g. the departure date of a flight. In contrast, aATP models consider
multiple periods linked through the storability of excess inventory. Furthermore, aATP models
usually assume deterministic demand whereas demand in TRM models is stochastic.
The last model type within our framework concerns inventory rationing (IR) models.
Similar to the relationship between aATP and traditional order promising, IR models extend
traditional SIC models by distinguishing and prioritizing multiple customer classes. For an early
review we refer to Kleijn and Dekker (1998). As traditional SIC models, IR models may consider
deterministic or stochastic replenishment lead times. A further distinction within this class of
models concerns the number of demand classes considered, which may be general or limited to
two classes.
For lack of recent reviews, we refer to a few individual articles that reflect two broad
research streams within the type of IR models. Ha (1997) and De Véricourt et al. (2002) propose
models with multiple demand classes and stochastic replenishment times, thus assuming limited
production (= replenishment) capacities. In contrast, Melchiors et al. (2000) and Arslan et al.
(2005) model deterministic replenishment lead times and unbounded replenishment quantities.
All of these models take decisions on ordering and rationing levels, which are typically expressed
in policies like (s, S,R) where s is the reorder point, S the order-up-to level, and R the protection
level between customer classes.
IR and aATP models differ in terms of exogenous versus endogenous replenishment. Specif-
ically, IR models consider replenishment decisions with stationary deterministic or stochastic lead
times. In contrast, aATP typically considers capacitated, dynamic and deterministic arrivals of
push-based production (= replenishment) quantities. To this end, aATP usually assumes deter-
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ministic and dynamic demand forecasts whereas IR models assume stochastic demand.
In addition to the model types captured in Fig. 5, a few recent research streams aim
to combine several types by simultaneously considering multiple attributes. For example, Ko-
cabyko§lu and Popescu (2005) jointly analyze price and allocation decisions with two customer
classes. Since most quantity-based models assume exogenous prices, this seems to be a promis-
ing direction for future research. Bitran and Caldentey (2003) formulate a general model of this
problem and review the current state of research. Another approach is pursued in Ding et al.
(2006) in which trade promotion models are combined with inventory rationing models. The
authors denote the resulting new problem type by ADP, referring to the allocation of available
stock, discounting and prioritization of customers.
5 Software applications
5.1 Software types
The software market for demand and supply chain solutions has changed in recent years. Whereas
the focus was on the supply side for many years, the interest is now turning to end-to-end
solutions including the demand side. Big supply chain solution providers like Oracle and SAP are
investing large amounts into the acquisition of demand-related know-how. For example, in 2005
SAP took over Khimetrics, a leading vendor of markdown, price, and promotion-optimization
solutions. As noted in Section 1, Oracle  after taking over one of its largest competitors in
supply chain solutions, Peoplesoft, in 2005  simultaneously invested in the demand solutions
of Demantra (2006), ProfitLogic (2005) and Retek (2005), all of them leading vendors of retail
revenue management software. Another big consolidation occurred in 2006 when JDA Software 
a provider of specialized retail solutions  took over Manugistics, a supply chain solution provider
focusing on profit optimization in the consumer goods industry.
The scope of our current analysis is restricted to software supporting short-term decision
making in RM&DF. These solutions draw data from other software systems, such as Customer
Relationship Management systems on the demand side (Buttle, 2004) and Enterprise Resource
Planning systems (Stadtler and Kilger, 2004) on the supply side. Since these systems themselves
do not focus on decision making we do not include them in our analysis.
As discussed in the previous section, scientific optimization models are fairly well described
in the literature. One can easily identify data, decision variables, restrictions and solution strate-
gies. Moreover, the solution quality is often analyzed in detailed numerical studies. This is
different for commercial software solutions. Usually, available information is scarce and reveals
little of the underlying technology. Software users can only assess the supported input data,
available options, and the resulting output that is automatically calculated. The solution quality
can hardly be evaluated objectively and is usually judged by user experience.
Our analysis of software modules reflects this limited availability of objective information.
We build our characterization of software types and functionalities primarily on available software
reviews and whitepapers. As a starting point we use essentially the same attributes and values as
for the scientific models (see Fig.4). Model data and decisions roughly correspond with software
input and output, respectively. Due to this correspondence, we omit a detailed discussion of
attributes in this section.
Fig. 6 structures software types along the same axes as the model types in Section 4. We
choose names according to the functionality of commercial software modules on the market. The
remainder of this section briefly reviews each of these software types.
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5.2 Review of software types
5.2.1 Single-class exogenous demand solutions
The mid upper cell of Fig. 6 denoted by traditional order promising contains traditional
software modules for short-term order promising under known inventory availability. When a
customer order arrives, the software simply determines whether the order can be satisfied out of
available inventory. If not, the order is backlogged according to a standard lead time without
considering future capacity or additional incoming supply. It is easy to see that this approach
can lead to an order peak after the standard lead time and thus to severe capacity problems in
the future. Kilger and Schneeweiss (2004b) illustrate this situation in a simple example.
Refilling of inventory is usually left to purchasing & materials requirements plan-
ning modules, which are part of enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems. Essentially, these
systems can deal with refilling of non-bottleneck material and components from a single vendor.
An overview of these classical systems can be found, for example, in the textbook of Vollmann
et al. (2005). Since these classical systems provide sufficient solution quality only for very simple
settings, specialized inventory modules consider extensions such as capacitated replenishment,
stochastic demand, and multiple suppliers (Stadtler, 2004). Such modules usually are part of
larger advanced planning and supply chain planning software suites. Additionally, there are
specialized vendors of supply-chain wide inventory optimization tools, such as Optiant (Optiant,
2007) with its inventory suite Powerchain and Smartops (Smartops, 2007).
5.2.2 Price-based solutions
Markdown management systems are mainly used in retail, for example for end-of-season stock
clearance. An example of markdown management systems is B_Line, described by Mantrala
and Rao (2001) under the name MARK. The system takes possible prices and corresponding
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demand probability distributions for each period as inputs and can find both markdown and
markup price paths. The output consists of a specific price in each period. Furthermore, MARK
is capable of finding a suitable amount of initial inventory by iterating through a discrete set of
possible inventory levels. Elmaghraby and Keskinocak (2003, Sect. 3.2) describe the capability
of markdown solutions.
Software systems of the type pricing management are relatively new. This is due
to the vast requirements of computing power and availability of past sales data. The rise of
data warehouses and cheap computing power has recently been allowing the use of automated
pricing systems for many applications. Pricing management systems are based on complex price-
demand functions for which suitable parameters have to be estimated, which usually requires
a vast amount of past sales data. For example, to estimate price elasticity, the sales data has
to include a certain degree of diversity, corresponding with at least a few past price changes.
Capacity or inventory restrictions are usually not considered in these types of software (see for
example Mild et al., 2006).
The quick expansion of e-commerce applications has boosted the use of auction systems.
The vast number of different systems merits a review in its own right and exceeds the scope of
our analysis. We refer to Kambil and van Heck (2002) for a systematic introduction to this field.
Vakali et al. (2001) discuss the characteristics of internet-based auction system and present a
short survey of popular applications.
Similar to the previously described markdown systems, promotion optimization is also
used in retail environments, as described by Elmaghraby and Keskinocak (2003, Sect. 3.2). Very
detailed information about the capability of such systems can be found online, for example from
the vendors mentioned at the beginning of this section.
The term enterprise profit optimization (EPO) was coined by the software company
Manugistics, claiming to be the first vendor offering an integrated pricing and supply solution
(Manugistics, 2002). Furthermore, the Manugistics software is meant to be able to allocate scarce
resources to the most profitable customers, thus simultaneously applying ideas of quantity-based
RM&DF. Demand and supply planning is realized in many solutions, but not in an integrated
way and not including price decisions. Most APS forecast demand for different price levels and
then successively analyze  within the context of mid-term planning  several what-if scenarios
and their effects on the total supply chain.
5.2.3 Quantity-based solutions
APS software modules that support mid-term, aggregated supply and demand decisions are
known as master planning modules (Meyr et al., 2004b). They receive deterministic demand
forecasts and prices as inputs from the demand planning module of APS (Wagner, 2004) and
then determine the best combinations of sales, production and replenishment quantities and
the corresponding inventories under given capacity constraints. Quantities can be allocated to
different customer classes. In terms of our supply chain framework in Fig. 1, master planning
modules deal with forecast-driven demand planning (i.e. push-based, vendor-driven refilling of
the DP) and therefore fall outside the scope of our definition of RM&DF. However, we feel
that they deserve mention since their resulting allocations serve as the primary input for the
short-term, capacity-checked order promising, that is executed by Demand Fulfillment and ATP
modules of APS. A detailed list of options considered in master planning modules can be found
in the work of Rohde and Wagner (2004).
By taking capacity and inventory replenishments into account, demand fulfillment &
ATP modules of APS extend the aforementioned traditional order promising. They determine
due dates for incoming customer orders, which promise to be more reliable than simple standard
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lead times. In addition, if ATP quantities are allocated to customer priority classes  which
is usually implemented in an aggregated way  order promising differentiates with respect to
customer importance, based on customer profitability or strategic impact.
To find a reliable due date for a customer order, the software searches for demand fulfill-
ment alternatives according to pre-defined search dimensions. These include the time dimen-
sion, i.e. checking for ATP back- or forwards in time, the product dimension, i.e. substitute
products, the location dimension, and the customer dimension, i.e. checking for availability in
other priority classes (Kilger and Schneeweiss, 2004b). Usually, the software systems do not take
the profitability of different fulfillment alternatives into account during this search. However,
recent systems not only consider available-to-promise quantities (available inventory) or capable-
to-promise quantities (available capacity), but also follow a profitable-to-promise (PTP) logic
that enables them to compare customer orders and fulfillment alternatives according to their
priority. Usually, simple rules are defined as search strategies for the different dimensions (Meyr
et al., 2004a, Sect. 18.2.1).
Revenue management software is widely used by airlines, hotel chains, and car rental
agencies. RM software systems basically take the given capacity and offered tariffs as input and
decide on acceptance or rejection of customer orders. One of the main differences with demand
fulfillment & ATP is that RM software focuses on revenues rather than costs. Furthermore, RM
systems usually forecast demand in much more detail than demand-fulfillment modules, e.g. for
each flight, on each day, and for each customer class. These forecasts require a large amount of
historical sales data in order to be reliable. Modern revenue management systems can handle
many additional industry-specific issues, such as overbooking and connecting flights in the airline
context (Talluri and van Ryzin, 2004, Sect. 10.1.3, 11.2).
6 Matching applications, models, and software
In this section we match the three previously discussed dimensions applications, models, and
software with each other in order to identify alignments and misalignments. In particular, our
goal is to identify the most appropriate models and software types for RM&DF decisions in the
different types of applications introduced in Sect. 3, namely service, retail, and manufacturing
and to highlight remaining research needs.
We build our argumentation around the structure of Figures 3, 5, and 6. Specifically,
we compare the supply flexibility observed in a given application with the way that replen-
ishment decisions are supported by different model and software types. Similarly, we tie the
observed demand flexibility to the supported demand management. In this way, we identify
for each application the most appropriate cell(s) in Figures 5 and 6. Subsequently, we discuss
the match/mismatch with models and software within that cell in more detail by including the
additional attributes highlighted in the preceding sections. This allows us to recognize empty
spots and future research needs.
Fig. 7 summarizes the match between the different types of applications and the main
model and software attributes. In the remainder of this section we explain this match by appli-
cation type.
6.1 Service industries
Remember that service industries can be characterized as MTO since the production step
requires the presence of the customer. Hence, replenishment decisions do not play a role and
one primarily needs to consider available capacity downstream of the decoupling point (currently
available seats in an airplane). This suggests that the first column of Figures 5 and 6 is the most
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Figure 7: RM&DF in different applications
relevant for service industries.
Moreover, since capacity is inflexible and cannot be substituted nor stored, the means for
matching supply to demand are limited, which makes demand management the main lever in
the short term. Models and methods in the top row of our figure hardly support this step and
therefore appear insufficient for these applications. A more intelligent way of demand manage-
ment is required, which recognizes the customers' willingness to pay. This can be achieved either
through price-based (second row) or quantity-based (third row) RM&DF, which renders models
and software of the type markup/-down, pricing, and (traditional) revenue management the most
intuitive candidates (see Figures 5, 6 and 7).
Which of these types are best suited essentially depends on the pricing flexibility and possi-
bility of customer segmentation. This corresponds with the two examples of service applications
sketched in Section 3, namely budget and premium airlines. Because of their on-line pricing
flexibility, budget airlines can use markup models and software to determine the (increasing)
mid-term price path of a certain flight, as well as short-term temporary discounts. Premium air-
lines benefit from tailoring fairs to specific customer segments, which leads to the quantity-based
approaches of traditional revenue management.
Of course, these matches are hardly surprising since they confirm well-known common
practice. However, the examples show that our approach is able to identify these matches
correctly. This supports the application of the same approach to less obvious examples as in the
cases in the following subsections.
6.2 Retail
Inventory replenishment in retail environments is primarily buyer-driven (see Table 1) and thus
endogenous. This suggests the third column of Figures 5 and 6 as the most appropriate in this
context. However, there are exceptions. For example, when replenishment decisions are made on
the mid-term and cannot be revised on the short-term (e.g. in the fashion industry due to the
long lead times and short life cycles) replenishment has to be taken for granted at the time of
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order fulfillment or it may be non-existent altogether. Similarly, replenishments may be of little
concern in the case of ample capacity and short lead times. Thus, the first two columns may
also be relevant to retail.
Under the general assumption of buyer-driven inventory replenishment and the MTS de-
coupling point, supply and production can be considered as relatively unproblematic in retail
(see Sect. 3). On the other hand, retail is close to the final consumer and therefore has a tra-
ditional focus on price setting, even if prices can only be changed on the mid-term. Therefore,
the second row of our scheme is of primary interest. Because of the relatively simple supply
and production requirements, all of the price setting models in this row appear relevant un-
der certain circumstances. This includes pricing models (e.g. if inventory cannot or need not
be considered), markdown models (for short life cycles), trade promotion models (for long life
cycles with given replenishment contracts), and integrated pricing models (with simultaneous
replenishment decisions).
Similarly, the corresponding software types, namely pricing, markdown management, pro-
motion optimization, and EPO software, can be applicable, with the appropriate choice depend-
ing on the detailed application attributes in Table 1. All of these models and software can be
applied on the mid-term, or on the short-term if pricing flexibility is high enough.
Opportunities for customer segmentation (third row) are more limited in a retail environ-
ment, in general. It is hard to collect sufficient data for identifying natural consumer segments or
to define and fence off artificial consumer segments analogous to the service industries. Fenc-
ing usually requires additional services (e.g. business customers receiving bonus miles, preferred
transfer etc.) which may not be obvious in retail and essentially requires a shift from a purely
product-oriented retailer to a more general service provider. Other examples of segmentation
in retail include the selling of a product as part of a bundled package, or the use of multiple
distribution channels (Agatz et al., 2007) Inventory rationing models can then be applied for
refilling and allocating stock to different channels.
Online retailers face particularly promising opportunities for gathering data for customer
segmentation as well as for changing prices almost instantaneously. Therefore, they can integrate
price- and quantity-based RM with flexible replenishment strategies. Models (and software) for
this type of application are rare and offer promising research opportunities (see also Sect. 4).
6.3 Manufacturing
Our third main application type concerns the manufacturing industries. Unlike in the preceding
application types, production processes are the most important, and usually most costly, process
steps in this case. The decoupling point as the interface between forecast-driven demand planning
and customer-oriented demand fulfillment (see Fig. 1 and Sect. 3) describes whether a certain
production process is operated under demand (un)certainty, what type of stocks (raw material,
components, final products) have to be held, where the main bottlenecks (stocks, production
capacity) can be expected, and how long customer service times are. Because of these significant
differences we consider MTS, ATO, and MTO manufacturing applications separately.
6.3.1 Make-to-stock.
In MTS environments, all production processes are executed forecast-based. Due to upstream
capacity limitations, production planning decides on short-term replenishment of DP inventories
in a push-based, vendor-driven manner. Thus, models including replenishment decisions (third
column of Fig. 5) can only support the mid-term, forecast-based demand planning, but not the
short-term demand fulfillment. In order to make use of the (uncertain) information on future
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DP inventory replenishments, as implied by the production plans, demand fulfillment models of
the second column appear the most appropriate.
Because of the MTS market conditions and contracting practice, pricing decisions typically
have to be taken on a mid-term basis (see Table 1). For example, the Demand Planning module
of an APS forecasts several price-demand scenarios, including e.g. different alternatives for price
discounts or promotions. These scenarios are passed to the master planning module, which
checks each of them with respect to supply chain constraints, selects the most profitable one, and
generates directives for the (forecast-based) short-term production planning. Thus, short-term
pricing flexibility is rather limited, which rules out the models and software on the second row
of Fig. 5 for demand fulfillment in MTS-manufacturing. Price-based approaches appear mainly
applicable on the mid-term planning level, e.g. to determine demand forecasts in conjunction
with optimal prices.
This leaves us with order promising and aATP models as the most applicable models for
RM&DF in MTS manufacturing. Both of them consider the current level of DP inventory. Order
promising in a MTS environment searches through the ATP quantities in a FCFS manner to be
able to fulfill a customer order. Newer approaches process several customer orders in a batch
and allocate ATP to the most profitable customer orders. Due date setting is not relevant in
this environment. aATP models overcome the disadvantage of batch order promising, namely
not providing a real-time order promise and forcing the customer to wait. However, they are
dependent on forecast-based information on DP inventories, that is provided by the master and
production plans, and on the possibility of customer segmentation. The ATP search rules that
are used to consume the allocated ATP quantities of the different customer classes follow similar
ideas as traditional RM methods. However, since products in MTS manufacturing are durable
and can be stored (see Table 1), they also have to be able to search over time, i.e. to take
future inventory replenishments into account.
6.3.2 Assemble-to-order.
In ATO production, the most important supply chain elements are the inventory kept at the
DP (components to be assembled) and the scarce assembly capacity downstream of it. Since
customer order service times are longer than in MTS environments, order promising becomes
more difficult and more important. In addition, new customer-oriented planning tasks arise,
such as supply and demand matching and the short-term production planning of the assembly
process(see Fleischmann and Meyr, 2004).
To determine the suitable columns in Figures 5 and 6, one has to consider whether or
not replenishments can be controlled in the short term (third column). For the aforementioned
example of configurable computer manufacturing, long replenishment lead times essentially rule
out this option. If availability of the computer components, e.g. high-end CPUs, is limited and
they cannot be replenished as required (i.e. vendor-driven), an integrated demand fulfillment and
replenishment is impossible, which rules out the third column. On the other hand, DP inventory
is as important in ATO as in MTS and thus information about future replenishments should not
be neglected. Otherwise promised due dates will not be reliable. Therefore, again, models of
the first column (especially traditional RM methods) are not appropriate or at least have to be
adapted to these needs.
In general, the capacity downstream of the DP involves some degree of flexibility. There-
fore, demand management is less important for matching supply and demand than in entirely
inflexible environments (see service applications above). However, ATO usually concerns cus-
tomized products, and therefore yields opportunities for customer segmentation and exploiting
differences in willingness to pay. Therefore, the focus of ATO RM&DF should lie on selling the
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available resources to the different customer segments in the most profitable way. aATP models
and software (third row of Figures 5 and 6) outperform the simpler FCFS order promising (first
row) in that respect.
For real-time order promising, the advantages of aATP over a FCFS logic are similar to
the ones in the MTS case, except that multi-stage bills-of-material have to be taken into account.
Batch order (re-)promising models, however, are more important in the ATO case because they
can also be applied for supply-demand-matching (which is part of the short-term production
planning), i.e. to select the most important customer orders to release next to the shop floor
for assembly. Standard APS software can be used for this purpose (see Kilger and Schneeweiss,
2004a), but usually does not provide as sophisticated methods as the corresponding optimization
models (Ball et al., 2004).
For customized products, pricing can also be part of order promising because prices often
are only communicated upon customer request, due to the high number of potential product
configurations. However, traditional trade promotion models and software as listed in the central
cell of Figures 5 and 6 are not appropriate for this planning task. On the other hand, traditional
pricing or EPO models / software usually do not take into account future inventory availability
at the DP, as determined by the mid-term production planning. Therefore, we see room for
future research on price-based RM&DF with given replenishments.
Even though their business model is recently being criticized, Dell has shown that direct
selling can build a bridge between traditional manufacturing and traditional retail and that
pricing flexibility  at least for non-standard components such as additional memory  can be
increased through direct access to customers. In this case, both pricing flexibility and customer
segmentation can be exploited simultaneously. Therefore, as noted for the case of on-line retailing
in the previous subsection, integrated price- and quantity-based approaches offer further research
opportunities, also for ATO manufacturing.
6.3.3 Make-to-order.
In MTO production all, usually multi-stage and very complex, production processes are exe-
cuted to order and production capacity is critical. In contrast, DP inventory only consists of
basic materials that can be easily replenished. Therefore, replenishment decisions are of lesser
importance and we can concentrate on models and software of the first and second column of
Figures 5 and 6. Although short-term productions planning is now also customer-oriented and
thus part of demand fulfillment we mainly focus on the order promising aspects of MTO in what
follows. The key task is to quote reliable due dates and to decide which orders to accept in order
to maximize profit.
Pricing flexibility in an MTO setting is high. However, automatic price-based approaches
do not seem applicable because prices for the usually complex and expensive MTO-products
have to be negotiated, in general. Standard pricing software (second row) cannot really be used
for determining minimum acceptable prices either since sufficient past sales data is hardly avail-
able for the highly customized products in MTO. A more appropriate way of finding minimum
acceptable prices may be by using the production planning software to assess marginal costs,
e.g. by simulating production plans with and without the given order. Due to the complexity of
the production system this can often only be done in an aggregate, approximate manner.
Similar to ATO, the high customization of MTO-products offers opportunities for seg-
mentation strategies, provided that the customer base is sufficiently heterogeneous to identify
and separate different segments. Customers of MTO-products are naturally segmented by the
differences in production costs between different orders. Therefore, fencing may not be needed.
We further narrow the choice of appropriate cells of Figures 5 and 6 by noting that the
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underlying models and software have to consider available production capacity. This leaves us
with the model types of order promising, aATP, and traditional revenue management. Traditional
RM assumes fixed production costs, non-flexible capacity and perishability. These assumptions
apply to only a few, exceptional MTO industries (e.g. perishable products in some chemical
industries). In most other cases traditional RM has at least to be modified to be able to support
due-date setting in MTO production.
Traditional order promising models for MTO focus on due date setting under limited pro-
duction capacities. They either check CTP quantities in a FCFS manner (Dickersbach, 2004,
Kilger and Schneeweiss, 2004b), estimate due dates by means of stochastic queuing theory (Ke-
skinocak and Tayur, 2004), or simulate the short-term production planning deterministically,
as discussed above. Whereas the first and the last types of models are usually implemented in
standard APS, the second type is only found in specialized software.
Differences in the profitability of customer orders are not exploited by traditional order
promising models. Some APS allow a profitability assessment of different fulfillment alternatives
by evaluating their revenues and costs during the rule-based (ATP and) CTP check. The aATP
logic can be extended similarly for additional CTP checks. This again allows prioritizing different
customer segments, thereby transferring RM ideas to MTO manufacturing. However, since CTP
quantities represent production capacities only in a very aggregate manner, the resulting due
dates and thus also the estimated profits are not very reliable for complex production systems.
In this case a more detailed simulation of short-term, customer-oriented production planning, as
described above, appears necessary. This however often yields prohibitively long computation
times, which also imply long reaction times to customer requests.
Of course, short-term production planning models and software can also be applied to batch
promising of multiple customer orders, which offers additional degrees of freedom. However, the
approach suffers from the same inherent problems as in the single-order case. We conclude that
the biggest challenge in MTO order promising is not so much the availability of models and
software but how to implement them in practice so as to strike a good balance between solution
quality/reliability and short response times.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have analyzed and structured revenue management (RM) and demand fulfill-
ment (DF) decisions. We have presented a framework that covers the underlying supply chain
processes and allows for a systematic comparison of different business environments.
The conceptual integration of revenue management and demand fulfillment is a major con-
tribution of this paper. Both concepts have emerged in different industries. Demand fulfillment
is a standard component of advanced planning systems that are mainly applied in manufactur-
ing industries. Revenue management, on the other hand, is tightly linked to service industries,
notably to airline ticket sales. These different backgrounds and associated terminology and
connotations complicate a systematic comparison and thus a mutual exchange of ideas between
both concepts. In this paper, we argue that revenue management and demand fulfillment actually
concern essentially the same supply chain processes.
The main conceptual distinction regards a different degree of demand management. Tra-
ditional DF essentially treats demand as exogenous. It assumes given prices and treats customer
orders in a first-come-first-served manner. For each incoming customer order it searches for the
fastest fulfillment possibility and promises a corresponding due date to the customer. In contrast,
RM seeks to more actively manage demand. It considers short-term price adjustments and pri-
oritizes different customer segments, thereby exploiting differences in the customers' willingness
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to pay.
The framework introduced in Fig. 1 in Sect. 2 allows for a uniform treatment of RM and
DF decisions. In this paper, we have applied it to characterize and compare a few exemplary
application environments. The selected examples are far from comprehensive. Yet they serve to
demonstrate the applicability of our framework, which we hope will be useful for analyzing many
other examples. Moreover, the framework also supports a classification of RM and DF models
and software systems. We have identified two key distinctive factors, namely the aforementioned
demand management and the replenishment strategy at the supply chain decoupling point. Sim-
ilar to the former, the latter can be endogenous or exogenous. We have used both of these factors
(see Figures 57) to structure reviews of optimization models and software systems, which are
relevant for RM&DF, and to compare them to the requirements of selected applications in the
service, retail, and manufacturing industries in Sect. 6.
This led to the following main insights (cp. also Fig. 7):
 Replenishment is not an issue in service industries. Scarce capacities (e.g. of seats in an
airplane, hotel rooms, etc.), which cannot be stored and thus also not be replenished, are in
the center of attention. Therefore, fewer means are available for balancing supply (=capaci-
ties) and demand than in other industries, which motivated the early use of RM techniques.
On the other hand, adapting these traditional RM techniques for manufacturing or retail
applications requires the integration of replenishment and storability.
 Retail is closest to the end consumer. Production and limited production capacities do not
play a noteworthy role, but replenishment is important and can take on different shapes.
Various types of price-based demand management are applicable here. Possibilities for
differentiated stock allocation are still limited. Exceptions include multi-channel retailing,
where some channels may have priority over others, or on-line retailing, where a lot of
information about customer behavior is available and the customers do not see the physical
inventories.
 Manufacturing industries are very heterogeneous. Inventory holding, replenishment and
limited production capacities can occur separately or in any combination, and the means
for balancing supply, capacity, and demand are manifold. Thus, an active demand man-
agement in the sense defined above was not as important in the past as in service industries
and is still in its infancy today. However, it arouses more and more interest. The decou-
pling point concept helps structure the variety of manufacturing applications. The major
potential for a more active demand management seems to lie in differentiated capacity
allocation, i.e. quantity-based RM&DF. A short-term pricing potential is mainly given
for ATO-manufacturing, due to the high degree of customization in combination with a
pressure for short customer order lead times.
Unlike in service environments, order promising in manufacturing industries is a multi-period
problem, i.e. production earlier or deliveries later than the customer's requested date are possible.
Therefore, traditional RM techniques typically cannot be applied as is, except possibly in a few
MTO manufacturing industries. Otherwise, they have to be adapted to deal with the holding and
(future) replenishment of decoupling point inventory (MTS, ATO), costs (MTS, ATO, MTO)
and throughput-time estimates for downstream processes (ATO, MTO). The allocation and ATP
consumption rules currently used in APS serve this purpose, but are very basic. We see a need
for future research here. Incorporating further ideas of traditional (quantity-based) RM might
lead to more sophisticated methods and software.
Additionally, we have identified further promising research opportunities: In on-line retail
the integration of price- and quantity-based demand management ideas with flexible replen-
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ishment strategies seems to offer interesting potentials. The same is true for direct sellers in
ATO-manufacturing who additionally have to take care of the product assembly.
For due-date re-promising and demand-supply-matching, which are further planning tasks
of ATO manufacturing, batch optimization models appear helpful and have already been pro-
posed in the scientific literature. However, to develop optimization methods that are scalable to
practical needs and can find their way into commercial planning software, further research seems
necessary.
Last but not least, short-term production planning and scheduling modules of APS already
offer the basic functionality to estimate the due dates and costs of a certain customer request
in complex MTO environments. However, for most practical applications the effort in terms of
modeling complexity and computation time is still too high. Thus we see an interesting trade-off
between detailed but complex cost and throughput time projection models as a basis for demand
management and simpler but possibly less accurate projections. But even when this problem can
eventually be handled the question will remain how to use these projections in price negotiations
with the customer and whether another customer is about to call who is willing to pay an even
higher price.
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